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DATA LOSS: Hardware failure
or human error to blame?

Coming
soon...
Brainstorm’s CIO Directory is South Africa’s definitive guide to
the country’s IT decision-makers.
Now in its eighth year Brainstorm
magazine’s CIO Directory
publication is dedicated to
championing the executives
responsible for making the

technology decisions at South
Africa’s leading organisations. In
this definitive guide, we celebrate
the importance of the CIO’s role and
achievements of the individual by
profiling approximately 200 of the
country’s top ICT decision-makers.

This well-respected publication
profiles the top CIOs in South Africa,
in corporate enterprises and leading
medium-sized organisations across
all sectors, as well as CIOs/GITOs in
key government and public sector
organisations.

Each cIO PROFILE IncLudEs:
•
•
•
•
•

head and shoulders photograph
career highlights
description of company
current role and responsibilities
technology vision

• how technology has evolved the vertical
industry
• the most significant challenges faced,
and
• basic contact details.

We’re currently putting together the 2017 edition of this annual printed publication. This is the
definitive list of South Africa’s CIOs. To have your profile listed, or to find out about advertising,
don’t delay, e-mail CIODirectory@itweb.co.za or call Adrian on 011 807 3294.
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ndustry analysts have identified data management, security
and governance as distinguishing features of ICT in 2017.
It seems all the more likely given the outcomes of the
ITWeb/ Cibecs 2016 Data Loss Survey (Page 6).
According to the survey the most common cause of data
loss in South African businesses is hardware failure (34%),
followed by human error (25%).
Additionally, both hardware loss or theft (16%) and
malware or cyber-attacks (15%) have a significant impact on
business data loss.
In this edition we also feature the results of ITWeb’s annual
IT Salary Survey - thought-provoking insight into C-level
remuneration trends and how this affects operators today.
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COLUMN
By LEE NAIK, TransUnion Africa CEO

How to prepare for an
uncertain digital future
The answer won't be found in Davos but within your own organisation,
writes TransUnion Africa CEO Lee Naik.
development models allow for agile,
iterative product and service creation. Once
a viable solution has been created, it's time
to release it to market (even if it's on a small
scale to minimise risk) and see how it fares.
It all starts with you. What are you doing
to keep you and your teams relevant?
Yes, there will be flaws that need ironing
out, but done is always better than perfect.
If the product shows value, then customers
will stick with it as you get it right. Just look
at Discovery, which is constantly taking
new solutions to market and rolling out new
features.

Empower people

A

dmit it. Despite the endless articles
on how new technology is going to
revolutionise the way we do business, the
thinkpieces on disruption, those glowing
commentaries on virtual reality, 3D printing
and more, you're feeling some trepidation
about the digital future.
You're not alone, as this year's World
Economic Forum in Davos deftly illustrated.
One year on from the introduction of the
concept of the Fourth Industrial Revolution,
optimism is muted. There is a sense of
uncertainty about the future, particularly
around the implications of automation on the
global workforce.
And even as world leaders are grappling
with these enormous challenges, your
executive is looking to you to futureproof
the business. But how do you prepare for
an uncertain digital future, when even the
experts can't agree?
The answer won't be found in Switzerland
but within your own organisation. If no-one
quite knows where the Fourth Industrial
Revolution will take us, it's up to us to prepare
for anything, by embedding adaptability and
digital capability within our people, processes
and systems.
Practically doing so requires you to
recognise and respond to several key ideas:

Don't do everything
yourself
You're not just imagining it – the demands
placed on IT (and the organisation as a whole)
by the digital age really are too much. It's
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impossible to meet the disparate needs of
the digital customer and maintain a high
level of quality. So, why are you trying to do
everything yourself, especially when starting
from scratch and building whole new sets of
capabilities? Why not just stick to what you're
good at and let other people handle the rest?
One of the biggest enablers of digital
thinking is knowing when you should partner,
to deliver the value customers and end-users
are looking for. That means hammering down
what your core capabilities are, and what
would be better served by outsourcing to the
right partners.
Those partnerships don't only have to take
place solely within a corporate space either.
South Africa has an ever-growing number
of innovation hubs and incubators, from
Johannesburg's Tshimologong to Pretoria's
Technology Innovation Agency. Ultimately, it
doesn't matter how you meet organisational
and customer needs, only that it gets done.

Speed up how you do
things
The second big realisation needed is that
you can't do everything at the same pace as
a decade or even five years ago. Customers
aren't going to wait for ground-breaking
innovations if there's another product out
there that does what they need.
To survive as an organisation, you're going
to have to learn to speed up the product
release cycle. Start with what customers or
users need, and what can be done to meet
this. Ask yourself whether your product

According to the World Economic Forum, we
could see the net loss of over five million jobs
over the next few years. It doesn't matter what
processes and systems are in place if staff are
worried about what it means for their own
relevance. To futureproof your organisation,
you need to address these concerns.
So why not create an environment where
employees can continuously raise their own
value proposition? Invest in platforms that
allow them to keep their skills up-to-date.
Many large companies, such as General
Electric, have put in place their own digital
learning platforms and virtual schools.
Here at home, initiatives like WeThinkCode
offer organisations new paths for sourcing
and training digital talent. The long-term
benefit of investing in these platforms is skilled
employees able to work with automation and
other disruptive technologies.
At the same time, you need to empower the
way employees work. This is done by creating
more flexible working environments, running
internal wellness and innovation programmes,
and incentivising exceptional performance.
Both Vodacom and FNB, for example, offer
their staff a R1 million prize to come up with
and execute innovative ideas.
Ultimately, staying relevant starts within
your own pocket of the organisation.
Encourage the individuals and teams you work
with, as well as give them the capabilities they
need to do so.
So forget the big guns at Davos. It all starts
with you. What are you doing to keep you and
your teams relevant?

COMPANY NEWS

BUSINESS
Acumatica named ERP leader
Cloud ERP provider Acumatica has been recognised as the leader in
the ERP Technology Value Matrix by Nucleus Research, an annual
ranking of ERP companies and their product offerings. Acumatica
continued to dominate the highly competitive, fast-growing Cloud
ERP category by winning numerous industry accolades over the past
year. "Being recognised as a leader in ERP value is a great honour and
one we've worked hard to achieve. We're also focused on ease-ofuse for our customers, so it's affirming to see Acumatica ERP ranked
highest in Usability," said Jon Roskill, CEO of Acumatica. One
Channel, Acumatica's premier partner in Africa, echoes this success.
www.onechannel.cloud
Digital Geekaship, an Infoware initiative.

Praesignis, Da Vinci Institute bolster
Innovation and Data Science

Infoware Studios helps
close SA’s ICT skills gap

Praesignis signed a Research Associate Memorandum of Agreement
with the Da Vinci Institute for Technology Management on 28
November 2016. The Da Vinci Institute is a Higher Education
Institution under the Higher Education Act 1997, and is also accredited
by the Council of Higher Education (CHE). Its qualifications are
recorded with the South African Qualifications Authority (SAQA).
Students can obtain various tertiary Certificates, a BCom degree, a
MSc, and a PhD qualification in the areas of Systems Thinking, People
Management, Technology Management, Innovation Management,
and Business Management. Praesignis experts, led by Chief Advisor
Jac Spies, will be developing curricula with Da Vinci academics.
www.praesignis.co.za

Tania van Wyk de Vries, CEO of Infoware Studios, continues to help
junior to intermediate skills to deliver on commercial projects,
while learning and growing, through tutorials, mentorship and
peer reviews, to increase skills and experience. To date, the
company has created 34 job opportunities for people without jobs.
www.infowarestudios.co.za

BitTitan appoints First
Distribution as partner

Embarcadero hosts free Webinars

First Distribution, SA's leading distributor for data centre, enterprise
and cloud solutions, has been appointed as a distribution partner in
SA by BitTitan. BitTitan is a revolutionary cloud service enablement
and managed services automation solution that empowers service
providers to sell, on-board and service cloud technology. First
Distribution MSP business manager Chris Richardson is proud to
announce it is now working with BitTitan. "Our business partners will
be able to offer their clients a faster and easier way to migrate multiple
cloud workloads with a single solution. The services will be supplied
through First for Cloud and First Distribution MSP Division.”
www.firstdistribution.co.za

Facing new
digital demands

CommerceQuest
SA 20 years old

According to new research
from BMC Software, workers
are placing more responsibility
on employers to enable them
with the skills required to
be successful in the digital
economy. The BMC study of
over 3 200 office workers in 12
countries worldwide suggests
many workers are excited by
the potential for technology to
enhance their work lives and
create new career opportunities,
but an average of 40% fear they
won't be able to keep up with the
rate of change required by digital
business. Of those surveyed,
88% place the responsibility to
create innovative cultures on
their employers.
www.bmc.com

For CommerceQuest SA
(CQSA), 2017 marks the 20th
anniversary since opening
its doors for business back in
1997. This serves as a major
milestone for a small, niche, IT
software integration company.
Although 2016 was a somewhat
challenging year for many in
the local IT industry, CQSA
significantly grew the business
by achieving over a 20% growth
in terms of turnover for the 2016
calendar year. But, what is even
more exciting than the numbers
is the fact that it signed up a
brand new customer for every
month of the year – 12 new
customers. Not bad going in a
turbulent market.
www.agilecloud.co.za

Embarcadero, a Computek Networks partner, recently hosted
two information-rich free Webinars in January to help developers
with IOT integration, creating angular clients, and implementing
micro-services. The Webinars: Web Front End Frameworks and
the Migrating Delphi – Case Studies, focused on building high
performance, feature-rich Web GUIs, and migrating legacy Delphi
to the current Delphi version, respectively. The emphasis was to
demonstrate the value of Delphi and C++ Builder in supporting the
construction of native multi-platform apps, as well as how to migrate
third party components, libraries and Unicode, as well as database
and middleware, including resources and examples.
www.computeknetworks.com
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Rustenburg
implements
SMARTer digital
planning and
operations
Rustenburg has officially launched
a pioneering water-saving initiative
that will result in long term gains for
the municipality. Partnering with
EOH Smart Government, through
its IMQS and GLS divisions the
city of Rustenburg has digitised its
water and sanitation network and
created a water master plan that will
assist to reduce wastage, simplify
maintenance and ultimately enhance
revenue. Masheke Mukwamataba,
Chief Innovation Officer at IMQS,
Digital Information Management,
said enabled by systems such as the
one Rustenberg has implemented, is
an essential component of building
smart, resilient cities that can
intelligently approach the challenges faced by rapid urbanisation
and environmental change.
www.eohsapservices.co.za

StorTech:
an empowerment success story
With a black shareholding of more than 50%, and female ownership
of over 30%, StorTech can proudly lay claim to being one of South
Africa's most empowered IT companies. This is a major advantage in
the competitive technology industry, and clearly sets StorTech apart
from other players – especially since the company's impeccable
credentials mean that customers are able to score 22.5 out of a
possible 25 points for preferential procurement when they partner
with StorTech. StorTech's successful efforts to transform are part of
an overall turnaround strategy which was implemented in 2012 and
resulted in a boost to its overall rating.
www.stortech.co.za

Linoma Software, Cybersecurity
Leader of 2016
SPI, the African distributor for utility software products and services to
the Open Systems segment of the IT industry and the sole Sub-Saharan
Africa distributor for Help/Systems, announced that Linoma Software
has been named by Cyber Defense Magazine as one of the Top 20
Cybersecurity Leaders of 2016 for innovations in the field of information
security. Bob Luebbe, CISSP, and President at Linoma, said of the
accolade, "We are continually working to deliver best-in-class security
software and it's a great honour for the quality of our solutions to be
recognised alongside some of the top names in cybersecurity."
www.spi.co.za

HARDWARE
Voyager 5200 UC named 2017 CES
Innovation Award Honouree

Eliminating ‘dead spots’
with Netgear’s Orbi

Plantronics, a pioneer in audio and wearable technology, recently
announced the Voyager 5200 UC headset system has been named
a CES 2017 Innovation Awards Honouree in the Headphones
Category. For the ninth consecutive year, CES, of the Consumer
Technology Association, has recognised Plantronics as a leader
in technology innovation. Products entered into this prestigious
programme are judged by a preeminent panel of independent
industrial designers, independent engineers and members of the
trade media to honour outstanding design and engineering in
cutting-edge consumer electronics products across 28 product
categories. Voyager 5200 UC features WindSmart technology, an
exclusive Plantronics innovation.
www.plantronics.com

According to Duxbury Networking, Netgear's recently introduced
Orbi WiFi router system is designed to obviate one of the more
annoying problems associated with the use of a conventional,
single router for a home or small office network. ‘Dead spots' are
common on the upper floors of a home or in the office at the back
of the building where the WiFi signal is obstructed by ceilings and
partition walls. Expressly aimed at eliminating dead zones and
annoying video buffering, the new Netgear Orbi router is geared to
help users enjoy uninterrupted WiFi connections with the fastest
Internet speeds – indoors and outdoors.
www.duxbury.co.za

ICT INSIGHT
To read the FULL company releases, visit

www.itweb.co.za

Contact sales@itweb.co.za for any sales enquiries.
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Netgear
introduces
wireless AC Wave
2 AP
Netgear has launched a new,
feature-rich wireless access
point (AP) designed to boost
WiFi performance in businesses
that need to scale their WiFi.
"The WAC510 AC Wi-FI Business
AP delivers one of the industry's
Tobie van Schalkwyk, Duxbury Networking
easiest-to-use experiences
for business access point deployment," says Tobie van Schalkwyk,
Netgear business development manager at Duxbury Networking.
www.duxbury.co.za

COMPANY NEWS

INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS
Syrex customises
solution to assist
OpenWeb

Ralph Berndt, Syrex

Syrex, leading provider of virtualised
and hybrid network infrastructures
and solutions, recently developed a
unique network solution for OpenWeb,
a leading South African Internet
service provider (ISP). This completely
secure and managed network provides
OpenWeb with absolute control over
client experiences and the range of
products and services it has on offer.
www.syrex.co.za

UPP boosts operations with Sage X3
Universal Paper and Plastics (UPP), one of South Africa's leading
manufacturers of tissue paper products, has improved inventory
management, gained better control over its business processes and
enhanced its access to management information by implementing Sage
X3 and Sage Inventory Advisor. The business management solution
was implemented by Parity Software and supplied by Sage, the market
and technology leader for integrated accounting, payroll, and payment
systems. UPP is a family business with a legacy of more than 65 years,
originally established by a business builder who emphasised providing
high quality products at the right price.
www.parity.co.za

Lorge: empowering the digital
communications sector
Leading supplier of specialised business management (BMS) and business
intelligence (BI) solutions, Lorge Consulting Services has done it again.
The Midrand-based powerhouse service provider celebrates yet another
milestone achievement by successfully supplying and installing a turnkey
software solution for a market leader with niche-specific and intricately
demanding operational needs. This time it was for none other than iconic
digital signage specialist, Ethniks. The success of this project also paves
the way for the digital marketing industry as a whole, notwithstanding
other industries that provide innovative solutions for the modern
consumer and rely heavily on field technicians.
www.lorge.co.za

Fleet Street
Publications
bolsters digital
marketing
capability
Fleet Street Publications has
seen a marked increase in
the effectiveness of its digital
marketing efforts following its
adoption of the IBM Marketing
Cloud, offered exclusively by
Grapevine. Annabel Koffman,
publisher at Fleet Street
Nick Orton, Grapevine
Publications, says the company
needed a new marketing platform that would help it increase its
conversion rate through better audience engagement.
www.grapevinegroup.co.za

K8: preferred
ERP system
for Continental
Cables
Continental Cables recently
went live on K8. Alfie
Altenburger, owner of
Continental Cables, decided
to look at alternative ERP
systems as its legacy system
could not support the growth
of the business. The K8
project team consisted of
two very dedicated resources
from Continental Cables: JoAnne Botha (sales manager)
Continental Cables went live on K8
and Bev Main (financial
manager). They made sure all conversion data was ready and on
time for the KCS consultants, and this meant everyone could do
thorough testing and training before the go-live date. Within twoand-a-half months, Continental Cables are already reaping the
benefits of K8.
www.kerridgecs.com

ENTERPRISE
OpenText contracted
to support Western Cape govt

Modern licensing
models look promising

OpenText, a global leader in Enterprise Information Management (EIM),
announced that the Western Cape Department of Transport and Public
Works is using OpenText Content Suite to improve its critical processing
of public transport operating licence applications and supplier payments.
The department began its digital transformation by launching a pilot
project with OpenText to digitise and manage all documents throughout
the application process. Working with OpenText, and local South African
partner Datacentrix, the Department implemented a multi-faceted
change management program to train employees on the solution and
ensure strong user adoption – a vital component to making the project a
sustainable success.
www.opentext.com

As medium sized companies start to embrace the cloud, it is
critical that they don't end up in a siloed software licensing
situation that limits them. This is according to One Channel
CEO Bernard Ford. He warns against user-based software
licensing models that are very expensive for businesses and
extremely difficult to manage. "You license a specific user for
the right to use a specific product, in a particular company,
and sometimes even for a particular device. This is ludicrous
in today's highly diverse cloud environment." Ford says
Acumatica's inclusive licensing is the only way to go in a
modern multi-cloud world.
www.onechannel.cloud
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ITWEB/CIBECS DATA LOSS SURVEY
By SUZANNE FRANCO

Hardware failure
causes greatest data loss
A massive gap in South African business data protection was
revealed in a recent survey.

T

he most common causes of data loss in
South African businesses are hardware
failure and human error.
This was revealed in the 2016 Data Loss
Survey, which was recently conducted
by ITWeb and Cibecs. The objective was to
understand how South African IT managers
and IT departments are protecting business
data and identify trends and changes
around data security practices.
Over a third (34%) of respondents
traced data loss to hardware failure, while
a quarter reported it was due to human
error. Malware or cyber attacks accounted
for 15% of incidents. This illustrates how
an increasingly mobile workforce and
complicated network security requirements
can affect business data security, according
to Cibecs.

Financial damage
As expected, the number of respondents
who use a desktop as their primary work
device is small, at 17%, shrinking another
3% since 2014. The most popular primary
work devices are laptops, at 80%, and only
3% of those surveyed use their tablet or
smartphone as their primary work device.
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The survey also revealed the South
African workforce is on par with global
trends of increasing business data mobility,
adding significant complexity to data
protection and information security for IT
departments.
The majority of IT departments are
responding to the threat of user data loss
by implementing global best practice with
an automated, centrally managed user
backup solution, with 46% stating their
business has an effective endpoint data
backup solution in place. This growing
trend demonstrates that in South African
businesses, end-user data protection is
a priority and becoming a best practice.
However, companies that are not making
endpoint data protection a precedent are
failing to keep up to date with global data
security standards, notes Cibecs.
Twenty percent of respondents are
ignoring a huge security threat and leaving
their business data at risk by relying on
users to manually copy files to a central
server. Another 20% of businesses surveyed
use an unsecured, unmonitored cloud
service like Dropbox to back-up business
files. This illustrates a massive gap in
South African business data protection,
as respondents were clear in stating that
financial damage due to data loss was being
felt.

The impact of losing data does not only
cost the business in terms of inconvenience
and productivity, but it has opportunity-loss
costs and huge reputational consequences.
Data loss was reported to cost businesses
between R10 000 and R50 000 per incident
by 35% of respondents, while a further 10%
cited losses of up to R100 000 per incident.
As technology advances and business data
security requirements diversify, the survey
illustrated how South African businesses
are looking for data protection solutions
that offer more than just user data backup
features.
Respondents were asked what the most
important and valuable additional features of
endpoint protection software are: 65% said
the ability to remotely wipe data stored on
endpoint devices in the event of theft or loss,
followed by built-in local data encryption
and additional data migration benefits,
which were both mentioned as important
features by 64% of respondents.

ABOUT THE SURVEY
The 2016 Data Loss Survey was run online on
ITWeb for a period of two weeks, in December
2016, to gain valuable insight into the data loss
strategies of local organisations. The following
issues were highlighted:
1
2

Under-protected endpoint
While 46% of respondents felt they had an
effective automated endpoint data backup
system, their endpoint data is still severely
under-protected. The results show that of
the companies which are making endpoint
data protection a priority, the majority –
79% – focus their efforts on backup and
recovery, but fall short in ensuring enduser data is secure, with only 44% actively
using local data encryption to secure data
on endpoint devices.
Only 36% of respondents are using
remote wipe, and only 21% are using device
geolocation as part of their data protection
strategy.

3

The most common cause of data loss.
Are organisations able to recover data
effectively?
Are organisations currently backing up
end-user data?

WHO RESPONDED
•
•

•

•

A total of 128 responses were received for the
2016 Data Loss Survey.
Twenty-three percent of respondents
were CEOs or MDs, and 30% were middle
management.
Fourteen percent of survey respondents
come from fairly large companies of between
501-5 000 employees, and 10% are from
multinationals with over 10 000 employees.
Fourteen percent of survey respondents
come from fairly large companies of between
501-5 000 employees, and 10% are from
multinationals with over 10 000 employees.

DATA LOSS SURVEY 2016

HOW MANY DATA LOSS CASES DOES YOUR
ORGANISATION EXPERIENCE EACH YEAR?

WHAT IS THE MOST COMMON CAUSE
OF DATA LOSS IN YOUR ORGANISATION?

Data corruption
11%

ITWEB/CIBECS DATA LOSS SURVEY

Hardware failure
34%

64%

Malware/cyber
attacks
15%

Loss or theft
of hardware
16%

Human error
25%
21%

11%
4%
1 to 5

HOW MUCH ON AVERAGE DOES
A SINGLE DATA LOSS INCIDENT COST
YOUR ORGANISATION?

5 to 10

10 to 20

More than 20

WHAT DO YOU USE AS YOUR PRIMARY WORK DEVICE?

Laptop
75%
Desktop
17%
51%

I don't know the cost
implications

35%

Between R10 000 and R50 000

10%

Between R50 000 and R100 000

3%

More than R100 000

Tablet or
smartphone
4%

Majority of respondents do not know
the cost implications of a loss of data
to their organisations.
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DATA LOSS SURVEY 2016

ITWEB/CIBECS DATA LOSS SURVEY

HOW IS YOUR COMPANY CURRENTLY BACKING UP END-USER DATA?
46%

19%

We use an automated,
on premise backup
solution

Company policy
instructing users to copy
files to a server

17%

We use a cloud file sharing
solution as a backup
(such as Dropbox, Office365
or Google Drive)

10%

8%

We use a cloud
backup service

We don't backup
endpoint data

DO YOU USE CLOUD SERVICES?
Yes, we
are looking to
implement as many
cloud services
as possible
35%

No, we prefer
on-premises solutions
12%

Yes, we use select
cloud services
but prefer the
control of onsite
24%

Cloud services remains a popular
mechanism through which to handle
backup and data control

Not yet, but we plan
to in the future
29%

WHAT IS YOUR BIGGEST DATA MIGRATION CHALLENGE?
User data loss
or not all data
successfully
migrated
39%

Impact on user
productivity
and user downtime
39%

Increased IT department
overheads to migrate end users
22%
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The best endpoint backup, security &
protection solution for business

Complete data protection in a single solution that’s easy to deploy and manage
Backup & Recovery

Local Data Encryption

Remote Wipe & Data
Theft Prevention

Device Geo-location

Corporate Governance
Compliance

Device Refresh &
Migration

Users
Never lose your work again
Non-disruptive backups happen
while you work

IT

Business

Take control with automated,
secure and reliable backups

Prevent data loss and data
theft disasters

Make data protection, restores
and migration fast and simple

Comply to Corporate Governance
regulations

Chat to sales on 011 791 0073 or contact sales@cibecs.com | www.cibecs.com

COMPANY NEWS

SOFTWARE
INFINIDAT’s big
iron array gets
data
scrunching, nofootprint iSCSI
Big iron array vendor
INFINIDAT has made its
third major software release,
adding compression,
baked-in iSCSI support and
enhanced array analytics. The
company's architecture has
three controller nodes, which
each can see all the drives,
and eschews an all-flash
design, relying instead on
up 1.2TB to 3.2TB of DRAM
caching, 24TB to 210TB of
NAND cache, and up to 480
x 7 200rpm disk drives. The
system offers seven "nines" of
uptime per year – 99.99999%
availability. INFINIDAT says
its arrays are faster than allflash arrays, partly because
they use DRAM and flash
caching to get at the diskheld data faster.
www.infinidat.com

Let’s be prepared
for jobs
that don’t yet
exist
With the development of IT, the
job market is being transformed
across all industry sectors.
Automation of manual tasks
is the most obvious change,
but big data, blockchains
and crowd funding may be
the real game-changers,
enabling established and new
players to bypass existing
infrastructures… and even
replacing jobs, according
to NetApp. Start-ups and
newcomers seem to be the
winners, but big companies
can face the challenge raised by
these technological disruptions
with different strategies: either
behave as start-ups themselves,
collaborate with start-ups and
use them as value pools, or
develop tools of their own that
they can then integrate into
their own business models.
www.netapp.com

NETWORKING
PacketFabric
redefines
network
connectivity
with Juniper
Networks
Juniper Networks,
an industry leader in
automated, scalable
and secure networks,
announced that
PacketFabric, a
NantWorks company and a provider of next-generation Ethernetbased cloud networking services, has selected Juniper Networks
as its principal packet-switched network infrastructure provider.
PacketFabric's fully automated software-defined networking
(SDN)-based network allows users to instantaneously provision
terabit-scale connectivity in a direct, private and secure manner
across a next-generation transport fabric, powered by Juniper
Networks’ QFX10000 line of switches. Using Juniper technology,
PacketFabric has built an entirely automated and purpose-built
SDN-based network architecture, enabling cost-effective, scalable
and secure network connectivity, with real-time visibility and
control over network traffic.
www.juniper.net
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IBM software
licensing
compliance
IBM software licensing compliance
– a term that can (and should)
scare the living daylights out of
companies far and wide. And for
good reason. Non-compliance
can result in unpleasant shocks,
both emotional and monetary,
and should be avoided as much as
humanly possible, according to
Agile Cloud. Agile Cloud introduces CommerceQuest South Africa’s
(CQSA) overview of three basic models that IBM uses to license its
software: Session/User; Processor Value Units (PVU); and SubCapacity. Each of these has specific requirements attached to it, and
CQSA will attempt to clear up the confusion around the differences.
www.agilecloud.co.za

FlowCentric Technologies showcases
Astraia Technology
FlowCentric Technologies is proud to showcase its long-time ISV
partner, Astraia Technology. Astraia Technology is a well-known
Sage solution provider in SA. In addition to its Sage services, the
organisation has a separate division dedicated to the development
and implementation of business process management (BPM)
solutions, using the FlowCentric Processware Platform. The BPM
department, under the leadership of Gerhard van den Heever, has
used Processware to harness their intellectual property into the
powerful procurement offering, Pro-G. FlowCentric Technologies
is excited to be entering its sixth year of partnership with Astraia
Technology and looks forward to growing the relationship.
www.flowcentric.com

TECH FORUM
IT, storage
technology
trends for
2017
The explosion of
data in today's
digital economy
has resulted in a
fundamental shift
from using data to
run the business
to recognising
that data is the business, says Mark Bregman, SVP and CTO at
NetApp. In an era where data is king, superior data management
and storage in the hybrid cloud become paramount. NetApp has
outlined several predictions on what businesses and users can
expect from this evolving space in the coming year, including:
data as the new currency; new IT models taking hold; cloud as
catalyst and accelerator; new technologies becoming standard; as
well as a wider dynamic range of storage and data management
technologies evolving.
www.netapp.com

COMPANY NEWS

TECH FORUM
Five stress-less
ways you can
take 2017 in your
stride

Chris Ogden, Rubi Blue

Open Text CEO
details top tech
trends in 2017
Whether you're ready or
not, the fourth industrial
revolution is here, says Mark
J Barrenechea, CEO and CTO
of Open Text. This is a digital
revolution and the pace of
change is unprecedented.
This revolution incorporates
machine learning (think
parallel processing and
neural networks) and the
concept of self-assembly or
self-programmability. As
technologies continue to
advance, they accelerate the
progress of other technologies.
Top tech trends include AI and
Advanced Machine Learning,
the year of intelligent things,
digital twins, evolving mesh
app and service architecture,
defence with adaptive security
and opportunities with hyperconnected global ecosystem.
www.opentext.com

As the new year rolls in, it's the
ideal time to consider how you're
going to handle the stresses that
come with entrepreneurship,
says Chris Ogden, MD of Rubi
Blue. He recommends several
ways to better manage stress this
year, including ‘zen out’, ‘say
no’, ‘get active’, ‘get out’ and
‘create ambiance’.
www.rubiblue.co.za

MobileData sees
brighter
future for
e-commerce in
2017
ICT professionals admit 2016
was a tough year, but those
who are positioned at the edge
of technology trends and their
applications are confident the tide
is about to turn. This year, South
African businesses should prepare
themselves for a digital wave
spearheaded by smart payment
systems and blockchain technology
aligned with the growth in social
networking and mobility. Chris
Daffy, CCO at MobileData, an
established technology service
provider focused on payment
facilitation and prepaid electronic
value distribution, believes in 2017,
connected consumers will be able
to exploit critical changes and
innovation within the financial
services and related platform
development.
www.mobile-data.co.za

Benefits of
cloud backup

Phillip de Bruyn, Redstor

As more business migrate
to the cloud, there will be a
renewed focus to the benefits
of extending such a rollout into
the development of a cloud
backup strategy, says Phillip de
Bruyn, Customer Experience
Manager at Redstor. Few
businesses can afford to still
keep their focus on premisesbased solutions, says de Bruyn.
www.redstor.com

Making the
business
case for DevOps
DevOps is not about making
IT easier or more efficient;
it stands or falls on how
well it helps the whole
organisation win, says Jaco
Viljoen, agile specialist,
IndigoCube. According to
Viljoen, no generally accepted
definitions for DevOps exist
Jaco Viljoen, IndigoCube
yet – the methodology is
simply too young. However, one thing they all have in common is an
emphasis on delivering benefits to the business itself; benefits to the
IT department, while nothing to be sneezed at, are subsidiary. Be sure
to close the circle and clinch the business case by proposing how the
savings from DevOps can be used to create growth.
www.indigocube.co.za

Tech helps manufacturers
deal with disruption
The referendum on Britain's membership of the EU, a tumultuous US
presidential campaign and ongoing events in the Middle East have once
again revealed insecurities in the global economy, as markets fluctuate
sharply on an almost daily basis. Sabby Gill, executive VP, Epicor
International, says many markets in the Asia-Pacific region are also
experiencing a slowdown, as manufacturing hubs have started to move to
other, cheaper countries. Unfortunately, these types of macro-economic
events can have a reverberating impact on industry because international
supply chains are often the first to be affected. Organisations need to
optimise their supply chains simply to remain competitive, Gill adds.
www.epicor.com

T-Systems simplifies application
landscapes with AMM2Go
Leading ICT services company T-Systems has released its Application
Modernisation and Management to Go (AMM2Go) service to South
African businesses. As local companies look to transform digitally, to
compete in the modern digital era, AMM2Go allows clients to focus
on their strategic business differentiators – while simplifying and
outsourcing all non-strategic areas of their IT landscape. "Many large
organisations have hundreds, or even thousands, of applications. In this
complex world of inter-related systems, many of these applications
will overlap with other systems, and others will often be completely
redundant," notes Collin Govender, VP: Systems Integration at
T-Systems South Africa.
www.un-outsource.co.za

COMPANY NEWS
To read the FULL company releases, visit

www.itweb.co.za

Contact sales@itweb.co.za for any sales enquiries.
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IT SALARY SURVEY
By KIRSTEN DOYLE

South Africa’s tech salaries
on the up and up
Salaries earned by SA's tech professionals have seen double-digit year-onyear growth, according to the latest ITWeb/CareerWeb Salary Survey.

T

he most common cause of data loss in
South African businesses is hardware
failure (34%), followed by human error
(25%). This was revealed in a survey by
ITWeb and Cibecs recently.
On average, the salaries reported by the
2016 sample of respondents are 15% up
when compared to 2015, which in turn saw
an 8% increase on 2014.
In the C-suite, CIO and group IT director
salaries are eclipsed by those earned by
CFOs, who increasingly play a role in
technology decision-making.
Head of business applications is now
the highest-paid mid-management role,
while software architects top the stafflevel ranks.
Only 18% of the permanently employed
respondents said they did not receive a
salary increase in the previous 12 months.
Of the 82% fortunate ones who did, only
27% said it was above the inflation level.

This finding illustrates business is
clearly seeing applications as the future,
but understands it must fit into a welldesigned architecture.
The role of enterprise architect/chief
architect had a significant increase of 22%
year-on-year (YOY) and is paid 13% more
than the next highest paid role – head of
business intelligence.
"Architecture and applications are
still the most important bedrock of
organisations. Without architecture,
nothing can be organised; without
applications, nothing can get done,"
comments ITWeb senior writer Paul
Furber.

businesses are prepared to pay a premium
for, according to recruitment specialist
Communicate Personnel.
"There are some technologies that have
truly massive jumps in demand for skills,
judging by the average increases in salary:
C, Adabas, IMS, EMC and Oracle Data
Warehousing skills are being rewarded
considerably more on average than in
2015," notes Furber.

Tech platform worth

Those who work with Cold Fusion and IBM
MQSeries command the highest salaries,
with Cold Fusion specialists' average salary
being a whopping 79% higher than that
reported by last year's sample. "This can be
Best-paid staffers
attributed to having a very limited number
For those who don't have management
of individuals working on the platform,
ambitions, the best job to be in is that
made up of individuals at middle and senior
of architect – be it software, data, or
management level," comments Emergence
system architect. All three feature in the
Growth.
top four highest paid IT staffers, with
As for software language proficiency, top
packages ranging from R875 000 (software
paid languages are C#, Java, C++ and C, all
Top-earning execs
architects) to R742 000 (system architects).
of which earn an average of over R630 000.
The highest average package at executive
IT officers
SALARIES, YEAR
ONare
YEAR
They
joined by e-commerce specialists,
The most significant increases in salary
level is earned by chief financial
with the second best average salary of R789
were reported by PHP and C developers,
(R1.3 million), who play an important role
000, but it must be noted there were only
with an average increase of 43% YOY.
in technology investment decisions and are
R 647
239
three of these in this sample.
"We find
these
results indicative of
included in the survey for that reason.
2016
Looking at how salaries depend on
the
trends.
There
is a growing need for
However, the highest paid IT executives
R 555 143
respondents' technical platform expertise,
good PHP developers, as applications
are, of course, group IT directors and CIOs
the results illustrate skills that are in short R 547
are606
becoming more interactive," notes
(R1.17 million).
2015
supply in SA are becoming skills that
Communicate Personnel.
The survey revealed significant
changes
R 495 867
in the salaries of sales directors, CTOs and
group IT directors compared to 2015, with
R 531 823
IT SALARIES, YEAR ON YEAR
2014 to
an average increase of 15.6%, equating
Male
IT SALARIES, YEAR ON YEAR R 412 847
approximately 14% higher than the salaries
Female
reported by other directors.
R 647 239
However, CIO, CSO and COO average
2016
R 647 239
salaries reported are only marginally
R
555
143
2016
higher than last year.
R 555 143
2015
2015

Most-valued
mid-managers
The survey's new category of head of
business applications and the legacy one
of enterprise architect, lead the field in
remuneration at mid-management level,
earning on average R965 000 and R958 000
respectively.
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2014
2014

Source: ITWeb/CareerWeb 2016 IT Salary Survey

R 547 606
R 547 606
R 495 867
R 495 867
R 531 823
R 531 823
R 412 847
R 412 847

Male
Male
Fema

Fema

IT SALARY SURVEY
EXECUTIVE JOB VS SALARY

2014
2015
2016

R 941 440
COO
(Chief Operations Officer)

R 960 786
R 969 067
R 1 061 000

CSO
(Chief Security Officer)

R 1 050 000
R 1 060 000

R 1 115 368

CEO/MD/President

R 906 720
Sales Director

R 980 235
R 1 121 150
R 944 000

CTO
(Chief Technology Officer)

R 984 028
R 1 139 560
R 1 084 642

CIO
(Chief Information Officer)

R 1 112 622
R 1 172 366
R 857 545

Director/
Group director of IT

R 1 005 429
R 1 173 554

CFO/Financial director

R 1 312 800

Source: ITWeb/CareerWeb 2016 IT Salary Survey

ABOUT THE SURVEY
The 16th annual ITWeb/CareerWeb IT Salary Survey captured a total of 3 550 responses from permanently employed IT professionals. It was conducted in
partnership with remuneration specialist Emergence Growth.
Participants included C-level executives, business managers, consultants, IT practitioners and developers from around the country, ranging in age from 20 to over
50, and from organisations with under 10 people to enterprise giants with over 5 000 staff.
As this was an online opt-in survey, the sample was not controlled. The figures reported in this survey are total annual cost to company packages.
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IT SALARY SURVEY
SALARY INCREASE IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS

STAFF-LEVEL JOB VS SALARY
Staff-level job

Average salary

Application secuirty consultant
Business analyst
Business continuity mngmt specialist
Business Intelligence consultant
Business process engineer
Configuration analyst
CRM consultant
Data analyst
Data architect
Database administrator
Database developer
Database support specialist
Developer / programmer - Junior
Developer / programmer - Senior
E-commerce specialist
ERP consultant
Financial software consultant
Helpdesk / support / service technician
Information security specialist
IT trainer / Training officer
Knowledge management consultant
Lecturer
Network administrator
Network engineer
Project administrator
Software architect
Software engineer
Software tester
Systems administrator
Systems analyst
Systems architect
Test analyst

R464 000
R548 024
R533 750
R628 721
R332 143
R602 333
R441 154
R446 257
R782 800
R555 100
R574 129
R480 000
R302 895
R621 015
R789 333
R667 500
R652 545
R258 977
R655 551
R477 688
R551 545
R487 727
R363 350
R480 341
R406 235
R875 019
R579 512
R373 895
R424 730
R598 160
R742 678
R405 132

No
18%

82%

Yes

WHAT WAS THE LEVEL OF YOUR INCREASE?
Above
inflation

In line
with inflation
27%
43%

31%

Below
inflation

MID-MANAGEMENT JOB VS SALARY
Job title
Business continuity / disaster recovery manager
Business development manager
Call center technical manager
Configuration manager
Data warehouse manager
Database manager
Development / Programming manager
Development / Programming team leader
Enterprise architect / Chief architect
Governance, risk and compliance manager
Head: Business Applications
Head: Business Intelligence
Head: Business Process Management
Help desk / support manager
Information security officer / manager / CISO
IT manager/ IS manager
Network manager
Project manager
Training / E-learning manager

2015
R 656 438
R 734 171
R 622 632
R 782 551
R 381 225
R 625 612
R 554 633
R 639 663
R 411 950

2016
R 718 417
R 695 141
R 254 000
R 612 200
R 692 867
R 673 882
R 792 953
R 717 362
R 958 429
R 819 276
R 965 533
R 846 333
R 673 000
R 440 771
R 737 568
R 666 923
R 546 789
R 662 868
R 525 938

Newly-added
in 2016, head
of business
applications is
the highest paid
mid-management
job.
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We do things
differently
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INDUSTRY INSIGHT: ANALYTICS

Purposefully applying insights
Companies must formulate an advance plan of action for any
positive or negative findings that come from data analytics.

with those insights after they have been
discovered.

You snooze, you lose

MERVYN MOOI, Director at Knowledge
Integration Dynamics

G

etting full value from data analytics
in business demands a multifaceted
approach. It is not enough to implement
good data management and effective
governance – beyond this, the company
must strategically and purposefully apply
the insights achieved from data analysis
in a proactive manner, in order to ensure
efficiencies and its ability to overcome the
competition and business challenges.
Companies usually take steps towards
optimising data value through establishing
data confidence. It does this by improving
data management capabilities and ensuring
data quality by aligning data stewards,
management and technology. The
company then also enhances data curation,
with uniform data management standards
across the enterprise. But the data-tovalue journey does not end here.
Too many companies overlook the
next step, which is as important as data
quality assurance and data management.
The purposeful application of insights
emerging from data analytics is a crucial
component of overall data management.
Traditionally, companies turn to analytics
to gain insights and discover trends,
but only start considering what to do
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This reactive approach means the time
from discovery to action could be weeks or
even months, by which stage the insights
may have lost their relevance to effect real
change. Companies – particularly large
enterprises – still tend to be cautious about
change and approach their own forecasting
data with a level of mistrust.
Businesses prefer to look at trends based
on historical performance. When data
analytics brings unstructured and external
data into the mix and reveals new trends,
business is typically reluctant to act on
it immediately. The traditional approach
is to first get insights, debate where the
problems are, determine the reasons for
this, and wait for the next budgeting
planning cycle to try and remedy it. Quite
simply, it may be too late to take advantage
of the possible opportunities presented
from the insights in a proactive manner.
Companies tend to be cautious about
change and approach their own forecasting
data with a level of mistrust.
New analytics tools and strategies offer
business the opportunity to determine
where problems lie and act on them almost
immediately to turn negative trends
around. But, to do this, the business has
to take a more considered approach to
the purposeful application of the insights
gained from analytics.
A company can position itself to respond
to insights faster by having strategic
actions planned ahead of the analytical
findings and beyond the predictions.
By preparing an ‘if this, then that' plan
of action based on agreed performance
thresholds and business parameters, a
company arms itself with an action plan
for any analytical finding, and can respond
immediately when the data confirms a
situation or a trend.
For example, in the world of sport, a
coach may decide to analyse the last 10
games to assess his team's performance.
He might look at the number of opposition

entries into the team's defensive third, the
number of shots on goal, and the team's
stats on entering the other side's defence.
The stats might give him insights showing
the team has been playing too defensively,
or they have been attacking, but not
finishing their opportunities. Before the
analysis has even been done, the coach
will already have responses and plans of
action in mind, depending on the findings.
The analysis will confirm a pattern, and the
coach will immediately initiate remediation.
Beyond predictive analytics, he can also pose
‘what if' questions for a better chance of
success or to react to given situations.
In any company using analytics to
determine trends and make forecasts,
there should be an advance plan of action
for any positive or negative findings. These
action plans and the questions asked of the
data to confirm trends should all be driven
by management and subject matter experts
(SMEs). Even though the data scientists
carry out the actual analysis, these data
scientists still have to be activated by the
person requiring the business forecasts,
and this will be the CEO, top management
or business principal (SME).
By asking the right questions and
preparing responses for most answers, the
business ensures it is riding the wave when
it is on top of the curve, not playing catchup after the trend wave has passed.
Modern analytics provide insights that
can drive a business forward, so using it
just to provide a confirmation as a starting
point for decision-making does not take
full advantage of its potential power.
By proactively planning for all potential
analytics findings, companies have ‘plan B'
in place, with a contingency plan throughout
the organisation for immediate action,
whether the situation materialises or not.
The technology is now available to be
more agile and proactive about business
decision-making, but if a business chooses
to remain stuck in the ‘wait and see',
traditional mind-set, which is hesitant
about trusting data predictions, it will
not enjoy the full benefit of analytics and
predictive analytics.

INDUSTRY INSIGHT: NETWORKING

Are you ready for the change?
Many companies are not equipped for the metamorphosis
about to hit the business world.

T

he office or enterprise network may
well be handling business needs right
now. It may even appear to be futureproofed in some way, perhaps through the
incorporation of mobile or cloud-based
services. The business has, no doubt,
planned for the projected human resource
growth and the IT function has a plan in
place to deal with additional demands
this will place on the company's IT
infrastructure and network.
The truth is, many businesses are not
actually prepared for the sea change that is
about to hit the business world – and the
demands, challenges and opportunities it
will create for networking. While a company
may have projected and prepared in the way
I've described above, this won't be sufficient
to cater for the massive changes coming – in
user behaviour, the proliferation of BYOD
(bring your own device), cloud services
consumption, and for the new behaviours
that will accrue from new networking
technologies themselves.
Data, voice and video are going to
converge as never before. As are devices
like smartphones, tablets, laptops,
PCs, mobile TV and devices that are yet
to be seen in the mainstream market
– in the sense that information and
communications will demand a seamless
experience across all devices, in highly
personalised ways. Furthermore, many
more millions of devices are about to
become part of everyday networks, as the
Internet of things proliferates.

Exciting times
Things are about to become very busy
for those involved in networking, from
strategic planning to implementation
and management. To wit, a recent Cisco
whitepaper cautions: "A single-service or
dedicated network cannot meet diverse
and growing consumer demands for ‘many
services to many screens'."
Data, voice and video are going to
converge as never before.
At the same time, networking
technologies are developing rapidly. The
next Internet Protocol, IPv6, will require

network changes, and software-defined
networking will also play a bigger role. Of
course, in SA there are also the spectres of
bandwidth, connectivity and access.

What is the business
preparing for?
SDN and NFV
Software-defined networking (SDN)
and network functions virtualisation
(NFV) will have a transformative effect
on networks. They will introduce new
layers of complexity and administrative
demand. While these technologies may not
be widespread right now, businesses and
network administrators need to be ready
to implement them, especially as hybrid
infrastructures and systems become more
and more capable and popular.
Application firewalls
The vast amount of network traffic (outside
of video transmission) is likely to be
application delivery, as cloud-delivered
applications become the software lifeblood
of organisations. Firewalls must be able
to deal with this; to handle traffic at the
application layer.
Internet of things
A term much bandied about at the
moment, and hence, one that is
unfortunately fast losing distinction.
Be that as it may, in sheer technological
terms, it is here to stay – and of course
it hasn't even really begun. The sheer
number of connected devices is set to skyrocket, and networks need to be prepared
to handle the traffic that will result. This
will require a re-evaluation of network
management and design.
IPv6
With today's devices IPv6-enabled already,
and with IPv4 addresses depleted, it's time
to shape up or ship out when it comes to
making the switch. The option has been
around for a while, and some took it
seriously while others didn't. Now IT pros
can no longer wait. And while a company
is transitioning, it should get up to speed

STUART HARDY, Business Development
Director of EOH Global Networks Division UK

on timely IPv6 news, like attack attempts
and how to mitigate them, so it can best
prepare its networks for the IPv6 era.
This list inevitably excludes near-future
technological and business developments
that have not been foreseen yet. These,
too, will have an impact on networking.
It's probably more important now than at
any point since the widespread adoption
of Internet technology for enterprise
networks to be prepared for changes.
Given the sweeping nature of the
networking transformation to come, no
company can reasonably expect to be able
to buy, build, manage and continuously
finance a wholly in-house networking
capability.
This will bring hosted networking and
cloud-delivered networking infrastructure
to the fore, most likely in the form of a
hybrid network model. It's thus important
to begin building a long-term, in-depth
relationship with a network service
provider now, so the business can easily
implement hosted, hybrid and in-house
networking solutions that incorporate
and can support the new networking
technologies, and the influx of demands
users are about to place on them.
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INDUSTRY INSIGHT: CLOUD BI

The final hurdle
You're on the home stretch to implementing a cloud BI solution - but
first consider your solution implementation options.

All for one
If the data and visualisation/analytics are all
required in the cloud, this needs to be done in
one go. Why do I say this? Isn't it a good thing
to break down the work into smaller cycles? In
most cases, absolutely. However, the following
must be considered:

JULIAN THOMAS, Solution Architect Manager
at PBT Group

I

n my previous Industry Insights, I defined
certain important points to consider when
defining a cloud BI strategy. I emphasised the
importance of understanding the potential
risks, and the critical success factors on the
road to the cloud for BI.
At this stage, a company should have a clear
idea of its cloud BI strategy and what its use
cases and requirements are. The company
knows exactly what risks it faces, what to do to
mitigate these risks, and is aware of what the
cloud BI solution is capable of achieving. Having
an understanding of these aspects will give the
company everything it needs to choose the
most appropriate product and vendor.
However, before beginning, the company
must carefully consider its solution
implementation options. Remember – data,
reporting, visualisation, analytics and many
combinations of these can be implemented
in the cloud. This is not a simple matter
– there are a few points that need to be
carefully considered.
The solution a company chooses to
implement here needs to be determined based
on the business case it has defined. Don't
fall into the trap of letting this become an IT
exercise to investigate and prove the cloud
adoption for the entire enterprise. Maintain
the focus on the existing business case.
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Hosting data in the cloud, while visualisation
remains on-premises:
The impact of this is all client-side reporting
and analytics tools need to download the data
in order to process. This could be a once-off,
but could also happen every time a process is
executed. The company must ask if the clientside tools are compatible with the cloud data;
do they need to be upgraded, or completely
swapped out? Can the network support such
data traffic?
Hosting visualisation in the cloud, while data
remains on-premises:
This scenario is slightly better than the former,
but is still not ideal, as the tools are still going
to be burdened with the impact of having to
continuously upload the data into the cloud.
Don't fall into the trap of letting this become
an IT exercise.
Once the company has a clear view of its
solution implementation scenarios, it can
then begin the vendor and product selection
process. This should be a formal process,
and should consist of an initial round, where
vendors and products are identified, and
the vendors complete a questionnaire on the
related products and services. Following this,
a shortlist of vendors should be identified and
included in a POC round, where a small-scale
solution is implemented for assessment.
When selecting the products and vendors
to be evaluated, it is important to remember
the large volume of IP in the existing toolsets,
and the potential costs of migrating this into
a new platform. Therefore, while looking
towards new, futuristic products, a company
should include any products it already uses,
which have cloud versions available.
The overall criteria that should be
evaluated throughout this process includes
the following key aspects specifically relating
to cloud solutions:

Cost: Estimating costs in cloud platforms
can be tricky, as costs are often determined
on a combination of storage, processing time
and data exported from the cloud. A simple
questionnaire will only provide a rudimentary
sense of the costs. The POC, however,
will provide the company with a useful
environment that can be used to benchmark
costs. These costs need to be evaluated
within the context of the chosen solution
implementation scenarios.
Migration to cloud: Assess whether the
product has any migration capability that can
help reduce the migration cost. Additional
focus should be placed on existing products in
the company.
Regional support: Make sure to understand
the cloud provider's regional availability, where
the company's data is located, and ensure the
relevant failover data centre is not in a country
where the company's data cannot be hosted.
Customer support level: Understand the
level of customer support and associated SLAs.
Accessibility: Understand how access to
cloud services would work, ie, Web portal,
client side, list of compatible devices, etc.
Downtime history: Assess and compare
the downtime history (if any) of the various
cloud vendors.
Skill requirements: Unless the company
is sticking with an existing vendor and
product, it is a given that there will be
a requirement to re-skill its staff in the
new technology set. It is important to
do a realistic evaluation of the skill level
required, and type – in terms of languages,
modelling, ETL, report creation, etc.
From start to finish, this is undoubtedly a
long process, and could easily take six months
or more. The rewards, however, should be
evident. By following this process, a company
will have a clear view of its cloud BI strategy;
its cloud platform has been chosen to support
its business objectives; and it has a clear view
of how to implement its solution, and what
risks to avoid and/or manage.
This will give the company an extremely
stable foundation, and it can now begin
to implement its cloud BI solution with
eyes wide open, fully informed and fully
prepared.
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Give their childhood back.
Donate towards building a bigger and better ICU at the
Red Cross War Memorial Children’s Hospital, the largest
dedicated paediatric hospital in Africa.
SMS ‘ICU’ to 40465 to donate R20, or simply use Snapscan.
To donate online or via EFT, visit www.childrenshospitaltrust.org.za
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BUSINESS
By: SIMNIKIWE MZEKANDABA

Pandor eyes foreign
investments for R&D

MARCH
ITWeb Business
Intelligence Summit

Last year, the annual R&D survey,
conducted by the Centre for Science,
Technology and Innovation Indicators at the
Human Sciences Research Council, showed
SA's spend on R&D continued to stagnate.
The report found that in 2013-14, SA
spent 0.73% of its GDP on R&D, the same
percentage as 2012-13 and 2011-12.

Date: 14 – 16 March
Venue: The Forum,
Bryanston

MAY
ITWeb Security Summit
Date: 16 – 18 May
Venue: Vodacom World,
Midrand

Science driven
Pandor also noted her department and its
entities like the National Research Fund
want to find ways to increase funding and
international training opportunities for South
African PhD students.
As public science engagement is among
the department's most important flagship
projects as part of attracting more young
people to science, the minister has called
for a more vibrant communication strategy
this year and have a lot more people "talking
science" in society.

ITWeb POPI Update
Date: 30 May
Venue: Focus Rooms,
Sunninghill

J U LY
ITWeb Data Centre
Date: 25 July
Venue: Focus Rooms,
Sunninghill

S

A U G U ST
ITWeb Digital Citizen
Date: 16 & 17 August
Venue: Gallagher Estate,
Midrand

Are you interested in
running your own exclusive
customised event platform
in partnership with ITWeb,
designed to generate quality
leads and potential new business? Contact
Debbie Visser debbiev@itweb.co.za for more
information on ITWeb Executive Forums.
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cience and technology minister Naledi
Pandor has encouraged international
companies to open research and
development (R&D) facilities in SA, as the
country positions itself to be the preferred
destination for foreign investment in R&D.
Pandor made the comments during her
annual presentation of the top priorities
the Department of Science and Technology
(DST) aims to achieve this year.
The DST is looking to strengthen
investment in R&D to achieve targets and
provide better work opportunities and
develop the skills of South African citizens,
according to the minister.
Pandor has urged each programme in
the DST to give thought to creative ideas
on how it could work better to improve the
country's resources, contribute to economic
development and attract multinationals to
support the department's projects.
With foreign funding accounting for
approximately 15% of SA's total national R&D
expenditure, increased foreign investment is
essential if the country is to achieve the target
of 1.5% of gross domestic product (GDP)
expenditure on R&D by 2019, she said.
Although SA remains a competitive
investment destination, it has failed to
achieve the required percentage of GDP
spent on R&D.
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Although SA remains a
competitive investment
destination, it has failed
to achieve the required
percentage of GDP spent
on R&D.
Although the department can be proud
of the Square Kilometre Array as one of the
major success stories, there is a major part
of society that still doesn't know what the
project is all about, she stated.
According to the minister, the public sector
alone cannot provide the required capital for
the full commercialisation of new technology
products and services.
"The support and more active participation
of the private sector in the commercialisation
process will assist not only in increasing the
local pool of high-tech investment resources,
but also address the scarcity of skilled
individuals to take more products, processes
and services to the market," she said.

TECH FORUM

Training the key to continued
success in contact centres
To ensure contact centre agents are equipped to provide a positive
customer experience, the role of training cannot be overlooked.

A

s businesses, both large and small, become
more digital and move into the world of
online, the modern call centre is often the initial,
and in some cases the single point of customer
contact. But to ensure contact centre agents
are equipped to provide a positive customer
experience, the role of training cannot be
overlooked, says Jed Hewson, Co-founder and
Joint CEO of 1Stream.
The value attributed to corporate training
has been on the rise, with businesses in the US
increasing their spend on training to more than
$70 billion dollars, according to Forbes.
Skilled and motivated
staff equals business efficiency
Modern contact centres take an omni-channel
approach that includes e-mail, chat and social
media, as well as the more traditional phone
call. This means that in addition to having
in-depth knowledge of company products and
compliance needs, agents need to have a high
level of competence to handle multiple customer
interactions and deliver quality service.
These needs can be met through a three-stage
training programme, including:
•
Induction providing basic information
needed to perform the role effectively;
•
Assessment offers an opportunity for "top
up" training to improve performance and
quality scores; and
•
Ongoing development provides the
necessary information on new products
and updated compliance needs or
company policies.
Not only do training and development
improve staff satisfaction and retention, but
for businesses, more skilled and motivated
staff means overall business efficiency and
profitability. What's more, technology has
vastly improved the way in which training can
be implemented and used to improve service for
the future.
The role of technology in training
Contact centre agents' performance is often
monitored by listening to recordings. With
the correct tech, it is possible to score an agent
on an interaction and automatically schedule
the necessary training through a workforce
management system. The training can then
be directly delivered to the agent through an
e-learning platform.

Top
Jobs
C# developer

MCI IT
3 - 5 years C# experience
Gauteng
Negotiable
Ref: 271593

Head of DevOps

GREEN GRASS CONSULTING
Must have lead an Ops/DevOps team
before for 2+ years
Gauteng
Negotiable
Ref: 271609

Gamification systems can also be
incorporated and used to engage the agent
in the company culture. The transparency
provided by gamification platforms allows
agents to manage their own performance
scores, measuring their own success and
planning their career within the call centre.
Reporting and analysis can also be
revolutionised through the use of technology.
Standard reporting tools are being replaced by
business intelligence (BI) tools that offer fast and
more comprehensive results. Modern BI tools
present reports in an easy-to-read format and
enable the inclusion of information from outside
of the contact centre. This allows a competent
analyst to not only measure an agent's
performance, but relate this back to the agent
training scores, the person who trained them
and even prior agent experience before joining
this contact centre.
The solution in the cloud
The biggest challenge to the successful
deployment of technology in a contact centre
is skill. In most cases, e-learning systems,
gamification platforms and BI tools need user
competence and continual review. The reality is
that the technology is usually only as good at the
person managing it.
The recent shift for technology to be delivered
as a cloud offering has gone some way to
resolve this skill gap especially in the contact
centre space. Cloud providers have a vested
interest in making sure that deployment of
their technology is successful, often offering
continual online support and administration.
The benefit for the contact centre is access to
best-of-breed technology and support at a
fraction of the cost of owning the technology
themselves.
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Senior Java developer

TRUTEQ
Active user of Java, Linux and other
open source software to develop
applications
Gauteng
R30,000 to R50,000 per month
Ref: 271433

Business Intelligence
Developer

E-MERGE IT RECRUITMENT
3 years of Sql Server of general
development experience, with strong
T/SQL skills
Western Cape
R650,000 to R700,000 per annum
Ref: 271607

Head of IT, Applications
and Server Team Leads
SET CONSULTING
Financial Services Company based
Rosebank requires Head of IT, Head of
applications and server team leaders
Gauteng
R1,000,000 per annum
Ref: 271599

Please visit www.careerweb.co.za and insert the
unique reference number in the job keyword search box
to view more details and to apply.
CareerWeb has over 200 leading companies posting an
average of 230 fresh ICT jobs weekly – it is the place to
search for your ideal ICT job.

EMAIL: ernie@careerweb.co.za
CALL: 011 807 3294

COMPANY NEWS

INTERNET

Roambee joins forces with T-Systems
Deutsche Telekom's corporate customer arm, T-Systems, and Silicon
Valley-based IOT company, Roambee, have announced a global
IoT partnership to offer a real-time visibility solution for goods and
assets in the Americas, Africa, Asia, and Europe. Together, employing
an "on-demand" pay-per-use business model, the two companies
are delivering an end-to-end solution featuring real time visibility,
tracking, and condition monitoring of shipments and assets in-transit
and in-field. Roambee will provide pre-built software-as-a-service
(SaaS) applications that include wireless portable sensor devices and
cloud-based software, robust reporting, and predictive analytics. The
solution will be provided on T-Systems' highly scalable platform.
www.un-outsource.co.za

Pangae’s IP fax cloud
Pangea Communication, who has been providing faxing
services in South Africa for the past 15 years, has invested in its
infrastructure to offer a complete cloud-based solution. The
underlying infrastructure of IP-based technology for faxing has
advanced to the point that there is very little analogue faxing
needed today, in fact, in the case of what Pangea can offer, the
only analogue part is on the short cable from the fax machine
to the ATA, from this point forward, all the technology is based
on secure IP. Furthermore, since all the backend processes is
virtualised, it allows for much more reliable and scalable services.
www.pangea-comm.co.za

CHANNEL
Praegsignis supports PinkDrive
in World Cancer Day awareness
As the official Data and BI Partner for PinkDrive, Praesignis
provides a range of innovative data, BI and analytics services to
PinkDrive, supporting them in their mission to provide a free
women’s health service to the medically uninsured in South Africa
and to advocate for change in the cancer space. Praesignis has
developed and maintains an online fundraising platform, which
is used to support fundraising efforts – as was the case on World
Cancer Day, Saturday 4 February, during which PinkDrive raised
R500 000 through the 3rd Momentum ODI, SA vs Sri Lanka at
Wanderers stadium.
www.praesignis.co.za

RNSS celebrates
20 years as a SYSPRO partner

Soarsoft International at
Johannesburg Microsoft Tech
Summit

RN Software Support (RNSS) is an authorised partner and
distributor of SYSPRO, a global provider of industry-built
ERP software, which provides a fully integrated business
software solution for every facet of a business, from accounts to
manufacturing and distribution. Having recently marked two
decades as a SYSPRO partner, RNSS MD and owner, Ruben Nayagar
said: "Our aim is to install and support a world-class business
solution and maximise our clients' benefits in ensuring maximum
return on investment. We look for opportunities in the business
for customers in regards to SYSPRO implementation and for firms
looking to achieve high productivity growth in their businesses.”
www.syspro.com

Soarsoft International recently exhibited at the Microsoft Tech Summit
at Johannesburg's Sandton Convention Centre, from 6-7 February 2017.
Soarsoft International focused on highlighting the services and vendors
that have resonated strongly with its medium and large enterprise
customers that are moving and deploying Microsoft's Cloud. These
vendors are all experiencing significant global growth, are strongly
aligned with Microsoft's mobile and cloud first strategies, and focus on
breaking down the barriers to fast, efficient and secure cloud adoption
that respects corporate information governance requirements.
Top vendors including TransVault, 4ward365 and STEALTHbits
Technologies joined Soarsoft International at the exhibition.
www.soarsoftinternational.com
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2017

The definitive event for information security professionals
15 May 2017 (Workshop), 16 & 17 May 2017 (Conference and Expo), 18 & 19 May 2017 (Training)
VODACOM WORLD, MIDRAND

WHY ATTEND

SECURITY SUMMIT 2017?
• The latest know-how and insights
will be revealed by our experts
• For the first time – women only
plenary session
• Infosec hackathon launched #SS17HACK
• Six international keynote speakers
• Three tracks jam-packed with
infosec experts
• Thirty-nine confirmed experts from
across industry
• At least two training courses on offer
to upskill yourself and/or your staff

At Security Summit
for the first time
Lauren Beukes, author & journalist
Rebekah Brown, threat intelligence lead, Rapid 7
Mati Aharoni, lead trainer and developer,
Offensive Security
Jayson Street, infosec ranger, Pwnie Express

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

Rebekah Brown

Jayson Street

Saumil Udayan Shah

Threat intelligence lead,
global services, Rapid7

Infosec ranger,
Pwnie Express

CEO,
Net-Square

www.securitysummit.co.za
TO BOOK contact Lerato Mathize on 011 807 3294 or lerato@itweb.co.za
TO EXHIBIT OR SPONSOR, contact Debbie Visser on 011 807 3294 or debbiev@itweb.co.za

Follow us @ITWebSec and join the discussion #SS2017

SECURE YOUR SEAT TODAY!
PLATINUM SPONSOR

GOLD SPONSOR

EVENT SPONSOR

DISPLAY SPONSORS

ENDORSED BY

COMPANY NEWS

SECURITY
Two cyber concerns
plaguing digital enterprises

Back to the
future: 2017

BMC, the global leader in IT solutions for the digital enterprise, in
association with Forbes Insights, the strategic research and thoughtleadership practice of Forbes Media, has released results from its
second annual security survey, revealing 69% of senior security
and IT executives say digital transformation is forcing fundamental
changes to existing cyber security strategies. Financial and customer
information, brand reputation, intellectual property and employee
information were also listed as critical assets to protect against
security breaches. New business priorities and technologies also
create challenges for IT and security teams, with 65% of respondents
indicating public clouds have the biggest security implications.
www.bmc.com

2016 was packed with big
changes and serious doubletakes, so it seems like a good
idea to ask what the next 12
months have in store, says
Ralph Berndt, Director, Sales
at Syrex. It is highly likely
that both Azure and Amazon
Web Services will both set
up data centres in South
Africa in 2017, bringing an
interesting dynamic to the channel and existing players in the
market. Both these providers are stable and flexible, and both have
demonstrated solid results over the past few years. One of the
biggest trends this year will be how security and governance will
dominate conversations.
www.syrex.co.za

Dataguise, Obsidian Systems
partner on PoPI compliance
Dataguise, a leader in sensitive data governance, has partnered
with Obsidian Systems, an IT professional services and support
organisation based in South Africa, to provide comprehensive data
governance. The partnership announcement to market Dataguise
DgSecure furthers Obsidian Systems’ leadership in addressing
upcoming regional compliance mandates, including South Africa's
Protection of Personal Information (POPI) Act. The POPI Act
went into effect in 2014 and mandates that organisations in South
Africa operate responsibly when it comes to collecting, processing,
storing, and sharing third-party information. The Act holds
organisations accountable for the abuse or compromise of personal
information in any way.
www.obsidian.co.za

Introducing the Acronis
True Image 2017
Acronis, a global leader in hybrid-cloud data protection and
storage, announced Acronis True Image 2017 New Generation
personal backup solution with Acronis Active Protection – active
protection against ransomware attacks on user data; Acronis
Notary – blockchain-based data certification and verification
capabilities; and Acronis ASign – the most consumer-friendly
electronic document signing service. "Acronis True Image is the
first and only backup solution in the market that introduces Active
Protection technology to detect and prevent ransomware attacks
in real-time, automatically recover all data from the backup, selfprotect backups and the backup application," says Peter French,
MD of local Acronis distributor Synapsys Systems.
www.synapsys.co.za
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Cyber security
awareness:
a learning path
Cyber security continues
to dominate the news,
as security teams within
organisations battle to
keep systems and networks
safe in an ever-changing
environment. The advent of
technologies and services
Prof Elmarie Biermann, CS Interactive Training
such as the Dark Web,
encrypted communication and anonymously traversing the
Web, have changed the way in which cyber security solutions are
defined, implemented and managed. Cyber security awareness
campaigns must focus on more than just training for compliance
sake. The Cyber Security Institute is dedicated to adding value
to cyber awareness campaigns and providing unique, in-house
developed cyber security training and services. Examples include
cyber analysis, cyber forensics, penetration testing, cyber
investigations and governance.
www.csinteractivetraining.com

FINANCIAL
Blockchain:
innocent until proven guilty
We have witnessed Blockchain’s ability to redefine the very nature
of processes and role players we hold dear in the financial services
industry. Given a few years, the right regulatory landscape and a shift
in the mind-set of the industry's collective consciousness, Blockchain
technology has the potential to change fundamental industry ideas and
concepts, says Webber Wentzel. The company explains that Blockchain,
as with most products of the Fintech movement, is underpinned by
a "millennial" philosophy that seeks to better harness the benefits of
free flow information, shift toward more consumer orientated product
development processes and integrate systems with greater adaptability.
www.webberwentzel.com

Tap into The Margin
If you love The Margin but prefer to view content online, then we’ve got
some great news for you!!
The Margin’s website has been refurbished and upgraded. To get your fill of the information you need about key developments in the channel visit themargin.co.za.
With new and web-exclusive content regularly added, make sure you subscribe to our
newsletter service to stay in touch with what’s happening in your industry.

www.themargin.co.za

Technology and business for the channel… now online.

Covering the continent
Daily news and analysis on Africa’s key ICT markets.
www.itwebafrica.com

First with IT news. Every day
www.itweb.co.za
326 Rivonia Boulevard, Rivonia, South Africa
Tel: + 27 11 807 3294
Fax: + 27 11 807 2020

